Introduction
The classical integrable Neumann system on an n-dimensional sphere is known to be a toy model for the Jacobi-Mumford systems introduced in [42] and describing translationally invariant flows on the Jacobians of hyperelliptic curves and represented by 2 × 2 Lax pairs.
During the last two decades various generalizations of the Jacobi-Mumford systems associated with families of r-gonal and generic curves were constructed ( [48, 53, 46, 30] ). The paper [25] also introduced such systems linearized on special types of Prym varieties isomorphic to Jacobians. All such generalizations are closely related to integrable flows on coadjoint orbits of the loop algebra gl(r), with Lax matrices being rank r perturbations of a constant matrix. The complete algebraic geometric description of such flows in the generic case was given in the series of papers [17, 1, 2, 3] .
There have also been several important results on discretizations (Bäcklund transformations) of the above systems, which are described by translations on the Jacobians of hyperelliptic, r-gonal, and generic curves, and which can be related to addition theorems for meromorphic functions on such Jacobians ( [56, 36, 21] ).
The present paper contributes to these fields of interest in two ways. First, as a further generalization of the Jacobi-Mumford systems, we consider natural analogs of the Neumann system on the Stiefel variety V n,r (r < n), the set of n × r matrices X satisfying the constraints X T X = I r . These analogs were first introduced by Reiman and Semenov [51] by presenting a "big" (n × n) Lax pair, which is closely related to the Lax pair for the symmetric Clebsch-Perelomov rigid body problem [45] . For r = 1 it had been given by Moser in [40] . It also appears that for r > 1 the big Lax pair itself does not define yet the Neumann system on V n,r uniquely. Namely, there exists a family of integrable Neumann flows with different SO(n)-invariant metrics on V n,r that possess the same big Lax representation.
Using the previous results of [33] , in Section 3 we show that these analogs of the Neumann systems on V n,r also admit "small" (2r × 2r) Lax representations, all having the symplectic block form
L(λ) = X T (λI n − A) −1 P X T (λI n − A) −1 X I r − P T (λI n − A) −1 P −P T (λI n − A) −1 X , where A = diag(a 1 , . . . , a n ), P is the n × r-momentum satisfying the constraint X T P + P T X = 0, λ is a rational spectral parameter, and the matrix N κ , which is not shown here, depends on a parameter κ of the metric. The matrix L(λ) can be regarded as a direct generalization of the 2 × 2 Lax matrix for the classical Neumann system ( [42, 5, 30] ) and fits to the already studied class of rank d perturbations of the constant matrix A. The latter are described by the Lax matrices of the form
where Y is constant and N i depend on the variables of the corresponding dynamical system. However our L(λ) belongs to the symplectic loop subalgebra sp(2r) ⊂ gl(2r) and has a quite specific structure, moreover, Y is not diagonalizable, it contains a Jordan block. This causes the spectral curve S of L(λ) to have extra strong singularities at the infinity. So, the previous results of [1, 2, 3] concerning the genus of S, number of its infinite points, etc, need to be modified in order to treat this case.
We show that the Neumann systems on V n,r are integrable in a non-commutative sense ( [43] ), and calculate the dimension δ of its generic minimal invariant tori.
Calculating the order of singularity and the genus of the regularized curve S, taking into account the involution σ : S −→ S, we then demonstrate that, up to the action of a discrete group of reflections, generic complex invariant manifolds I h of the Neumann systems on T * V n,r are open subsets of affine Prym varieties Prym(S, σ) of the same dimension δ. The latter are algebraic noncompact subgroups of generalized Jacobian varieties Jac(S, ∞), the extensions of Jac(S) by (C * ) [r/2] .
It should be noted that affine Prym varieties appear as complex invariant manifolds in several classical integrable systems on Lie groups before their reduction, for example, the spatial rigid body motion in the Clebsch case of the Kirchoff equations (see e.g., [7] ). However, to our knowledge, in the existing literature such manifolds were not given the corresponding algebraic description.
Next, the Marsden-Weinstein reduction of the Neumann systems on T * V n,r by the group SO(r) are also integrable, and their complex invariant tori are shown to be usual Prym varieties Prym(S, σ) ⊂ Jac(S) (again, up to the action of a discrete group). The same holds for the reductions of the systems on the cotangent bundle of the Grassmann variety G n,r , which are integrable in the commutative sense.
Second, we construct a family of (multi-valued) integrable discretizations (Bäcklund transformations) B r : (X, P ) → (X,P ) of the Neumann system on T * V n,r . The family is parameterized by λ * ∈ C and described by the 2r × 2r intertwining relation (discrete Lax pair) L(λ)M (λ, λ * ) = M (λ, λ * )L(λ), M (λ, λ * ) = −Γ(λ * ) I r (λ − λ * )I r + Γ 2 (λ * ) −Γ(λ *
, whereL(λ) depends onX,P in the same way as L(λ) depends on X, P , whereas Γ(λ * ) depends on X,X in a symmetric way. Again, the above relation is a direct matrix generalization of the 2 × 2 discrete Lax pair describing a Bäcklund transformation of the classical Neumann system (see [29, 36] ). The Lagrangian description of the map is closely related to a discretization of the Neumann systems on V n,r introduced in [41] in connection with factorization of matrix operators. Each discretization map B r preserves the first integrals of the continuous system and geometrically is described by translations T on Prym(S, σ). The translations are written explicitly in terms of r non-involutive points on the spectral curve S over the coordinate λ * (i.e., eigenvalues of L(λ * )). A choice of such points (partition) fixes the branch of the map and the corresponding translation T . Iterations of all possible translations generate a lattice of rank 2 r−1 on the universal covering of Prym(S, σ). The above construction is similar to that used in [41] to describe the integrable discrete Frahm-Manakov top on SO(n) and is actually based on the procedure of solving a matrix quadratic equation presented earlier in [47] .
A similar matrix generalization can be made for the another discretization of the Neumann system on S n−1 proposed in [49] , and which can be considered as an example of a generalization of the even Jacobi-Mumford systems.
In Conclusion we discuss further possible generalizations.
2 The Jacobi-Mumford and the Neumann systems
The standard (odd order) Jacobi-Mumford systems
Let Γ = Γ(R) be a smooth hyperelliptic curve of genus g, whose affine part is given by the equation µ 2 = R(λ), where R(λ) is a monic polynomial of degree 2g + 1. We regard Γ as a compact Riemann surface having one infinite point ∞. Consider a generic divisor of g points P 1 = (λ 1 , µ 1 ), . . . , P g = (λ g , µ g ) on Γ. Following Mumford [42] , the curve and the divisor on it can be associated to three polynomials U (λ), V (λ), and W (λ), λ ∈ C such that U (λ i ) = 0, V (λ i ) = µ i , i = 1, . . . , g, (2.1)
Hence, the degrees of U (λ) and V (λ) are at least g and g − 1 respectively. For a fixed curve Γ given by R(λ), the polynomial W (λ) is uniquely determined from the condition (2.2). Then, if U (λ) is monic of degree g, then W (λ) is monic and has degree g + 1. That is,
3)
W (λ) = λ g+1 + w 0 λ g + w 1 λ g−1 + · · · + w g = (λ − ν 1 ) · · · (λ − ν g+1 ).
Now let E g be a variety of all non-constant coefficients of U (λ), V (λ), W (λ). As shown in [42] , for a fixed R(λ), formula (2.2) defines a set of equations on the coefficients which provides a purely algebraic description of an affine part of Jac(Γ), the Jacobian variety of the curve Γ. The coefficients themselves are meromorphic functions on the Jacobian.
The variety E g itself can be completed to the fiber bundleĒ g −→ R over the 2g + 1-dimensional space R spanned by the coefficients of R(λ) and parameterizing odd order hyperelliptic curves Γ = Γ(R) of genus g (the base), with fibers ofĒ g being the Jacobians of the curves.
Any translationally invariant vector flow on Jac(Γ) can be extended (in different ways) to a vector flow on the whole spaceĒ g , which leaves the fibers invariant. The latter flow is described as an integrable system of differential equations on the coefficients of the three polynomials, which is referred to as a Jacobi-Mumford or an (odd order) master system (see e.g., [42, 55, 26] ).
Let R ∈ R, Γ = Γ(R) be the associated hyperelliptic curve and let A : Γ −→ Jac(Γ) be the Abel mapping given by the following integral with the basepoint ∞
where ω 1 , . . . , ω g are independent holomorphic differentials on the curve Γ. Consider a translationally invariant flow on Jac(Γ) which is tangent to the image of the curve A(Γ) ⊂ Jac(Γ) at a finite point A(λ * , µ * ). Then, fixing λ * ∈ C, but not R ∈ R, we get a vector flow on E g or onĒ g .
The flow can be represented in the following Lax form with λ as a rational parameter (see [55] ):
Concerning the Lax equation (2.4), the coefficients of the spectral curve
are the first integrals of the system, and we recover the family of hyperelliptic curves Γ = Γ(R). When λ * tends to ∞, after an appropriate time rescaling, the limit flow is described by (2.4) with
Remark 1 To a fixed curve Γ and the given divisor P 1 + · · · + P g on it, one can associate the dual divisor R 1 + · · · + R g+1 given by the zeros of the meromorphic function f (λ, µ) = (µ + V (λ))/U (λ). In view of (2.1) and (2.3), f (λ, µ) have simple poles at the original divisor and ∞, which implies
As follows from (2.2), one can also write f = W (λ)/(µ − V (λ)). Hence, the coordinates ν k = λ(R k ), k = 1, . . . , g + 1 are the roots of W (λ).
The Neumann system on S n−1 . The best known example of an integrable problem associated to the Jacobi-Mumford system is the Neumann system describing the motion of a point on the unit sphere S n−1 = { q, q = 1} ⊂ R n , q = (q 1 , . . . , q n ) with the quadratic potential V (q) = − 1 2 q, Aq , A = diag(a 1 , . . . , a n ) (see [44, 40] ).
Upon introducing momentum p = (p 1 , . . . , p n ) =q and imposing the constraint p, q = 0, the motion is described by the equationṡ
which possesses the 2 × 2 Lax representatioṅ
the characteristic equation |L(λ) − µI 2 | = 0 has the form 11) and gives the odd order hyperelliptic curve Γ of genus g = n − 1
The zeros c 1 , . . . , c n−1 of R(λ) are real (see Lemma 4.5 in Chapter III of [42] ) and they represent commuting integrals of the Neumann system. One can then identify the 2 × 2 polynomial matrices (2.10) and (2.4) by setting g = n − 1, which gives
which, in particular, implies
Then the second matrix (2.9) coincides with (2.5). Hence the Neumann flow is linearized on the Jacobian of Γ, on which it is tangent to A(Γ) ⊂ Jac(Γ) at its infinite point.
The above relations also give the parametrization of q 2 i in terms of λ 1 , . . . , λ g , the λ-coordinates of the points P 1 , . . . , P g on Γ, which now play the role of the spheroconical coordinates on S n−1 :
In addition, p 2 i can be expressed in terms of λ-coordinates of the dual divisor R 1 , . . . , R g+1 :
Since p 2 i , q 2 i , p i q i are linear functions of the coefficients of U, V, W , they are meromorphic function on Jac(Γ). However, the coordinates p i , q i themselves do not have this property. According to [42] , the following theorem holds Theorem 2.1 1) Complex invariant manifolds of the Neumann system with the constants of motion c i factorized by the action of the discrete group Z n 2 generated by reflections (q i , p i ) → (−q i , −p i ), i = 1, . . . , n are open subsets of the Jacobian Jac(Γ) of the spectral curve (2.12).
2) The complex invariant manifolds themselves are open subsets of unramified coverings of Jac(Γ) obtained by doubling some of the period vectors of Jac(Γ).
Discretizations of the Neumann system on T
The first integrable discretization of the Neumann system (2.7) was found in [56] by using the approach of Lagrange correspondences and the idea of factorization of Lax operators (see [41] for the details).
Combining the results of [36, 54] , below we consider the discretization map
written in the form containing an extra parameter λ * ∈ C:
15)
Multiplying the second vector equation byq and using the first one, as well as constraints q,q = 1, q,p = 0, one finds
The equations (2.15), (2.16) of the map were obtained in [29] in the context of Bäckund transformations. For any λ * , it preserves all the first integrals of the continuous Neumann system. Since the variable γ depends on both sets of variables in a symmetric way, relations (2.15), (2.16) describe the map B in an implicit form, as most of Bäckund transformations. The dynamics can be also written in terms of discrete Euler-Lagrange equations on S n−1 (e.g., see [54] )
where q is the position on S n−1 previous to q and β is the multiplier ensuring that q,q remain on S n−1 :
This form of equations with A 1/2 (λ * ) = J represents the Heisenberg model of a chain with classical spins and was originally studied by Veselov [56, 57] . The Heisenberg model has a natural formulation in the pseudo-Euclidean spaces as well (see [32] ).
As was shown in [29] , up to the action of the group of reflections (p i , q i ) → (−p i , −q i ), the above map is equivalent to the following intertwining relation (discrete Lax pair):
where L(λ),L(λ) have the same structure as in (2.8) and depend on the "old" variables (p, q) and the "new" ones (q,p) respectively, and
Indeed, setting in (2.18) subsequently λ = a 1 , . . . , a n and calculating the matrix 20) which is equivalent to (2.15) if we fix sign "+" above. The relations (2.15) can also be written in the equivalent alternative form
To find the factor γ as a function of q, p, one applies the condition q,q = 1 to the first equation (2.15) and obtains the quadratic equation
which gives
or, in view of (2.11), (2.12), Remark 2 Obviously, equations (2.15) describe a real map when µ(λ * ) is real, i.e., R(λ * ) > 0. In particular, R(λ * ) > 0 when λ * > a 1 , . . . , a n , c 1 , . . . , c n−1 (see (2.12)).
Remark 3 Using the above formulas, one can prove that the composition of the two branches of B, corresponding to different choices of sign of µ(λ * ), gives the map (q, p) → (−q, −p). In Section 6 an analog of this property for the discrete system on V n,r will be considered.
Algebraic geometrical interpretation of the map (2.15), (2.16) was given in [56] (see also [41] ) and, in the context of discretization of the Jacobi-Mumford systems, in [36] . Namely, letB be the reduction of B under the action of the reflection group Z n 2 . Hence, following Theorem 2.1, its generic invariant varieties are open subsets of Jac(Γ). Then, according to the above remark, the two branches ofB just represent a "shift back" and a "shift forward" maps. Let, as above, A : Γ −→ Jac(Γ) be the Abel map. In [56] and [36] the following theorem was proven.
Proposition 2.2
The restriction ofB onto Jac(Γ) is described by translation by the vector
Notice that, although the translation vector does not depend explicitly on the constants of motion, it depends on them via the moduli of the curve Γ. The above formula allows to write explicit solution for the trajectory (q, p) k in terms of hyperelliptic theta-functions associated to Γ, whose arguments depend linearly on the discrete time k ∈ Z. As follows from Proposition 2.2, the two branches ofB corresponding to P = (λ * , µ * ), (λ * , −µ * ) are just shifts by opposite vectors ±T . This observation is consistent with Remark 3 above.
Special cases λ * = a j . According to formula (2.24), when (λ * , µ * ) = (a j , 0) the translation T is just a half-period in Jac(Γ) and, in view of (2.23), the map B is single-valued. As expected, double iterationB 2 gives the same point in the Jacobian, on which
This can be checked directly: let us set λ * = a j in (2.20) . Since the denominator in j-th equations vanishes, forq j to be finite, one has to set γ = −p j /q j . Then the second equation in (2.20) givesp j = γq j , i.e.,p j /q j = γ, which, under the next iteration of B, impliesγ = −γ. Using this relation and iterating (2.15) directly we getq = −q,p = −p for any p, q.
In this sense, the original map B with λ * = a j represents the "imaginary unit map".
Continuous Limit. As also follows from (2.24), the vector T tends to zero when λ * → ∞, which must give the continuous limit of the map (2.15), (2.16). We shall describe this limit in details in Section 6, jointly with the discrete Neumann system on the Stiefel variety V n,r .
Another discretization of the Neumann system and even order JacobiMumford systems. In [49] Ragnisco found another integrable discretization of the Neumann problem, which has different first integrals in comparison with the classical case. It was assumed that the canonical variables (q, p) are subject to the constraints q, q = 1, p, q = 1/2, and the corresponding discretization mapping is 25) where u = q, Aq − 1, α 2 = Aq − uq − p 2 . If we replace u by the expression q, Aq − 2 p, q , the mapping can be extended to the mapping on S n−1 × R n = {(q, p) | q, q = 1}. In this case the product p, q becomes a first integral. The extended mapping (2.25) can be written in discrete Lax form
where
andL R (λ) depends on (q,p) in the same way as L R (λ) does on (q, p). For the case p, q = 1/2 the discrete Lax representation was obtained in [50] . The characteristic equation |a(λ)L R (λ) − µI| = 0 gives us an even order hyperelliptic spectral curve of genus g − 1,
27) c 1 , . . . c n being constants of motion.
Note that, in contrast to the discrete Neumann system given by (2.18), (2.19), the mapping (2.25) does not include a parameter, but has an explicit form. In fact, as shown in [21] , (2.25) can be included to a family of generally 2-valued maps parameterized by λ * ∈ P. Each map of the family preserves the same integrals and describes a shift on the Jacobian of the curve (2.27) that depends on λ * in a manner similar to that of Proposition 2.2. These maps can be regarded as discrete models of even master systems considered in [55, 36] .
3 The Neumann systems on the Stiefel variety V n,r
Recall that the Stiefel variety is the variety of ordered sets of r orthogonal unit vectors e 1 , . . . , e r in the Euclidean space (R n , (·, ·)), or, equivalently, the set of n × r matrices X = (e 1 · · · e r ) satisfying the constraints X T X = I r . Thus V n,r is a smooth subvariety of dimension rn − r(r + 1)/2 in the space of n × r real matrices M n,r (R) = R nr and the components of X are redundant coordinates on it. Also, since the left SO(n)-action on V n,r (X → RX, R ∈ SO(n)) is transitive, it can be realized as a homogeneous space SO(n)/SO(n − r).
The cotangent bundle T * V n,r can be realized as the set of pairs of n × r matrices (X, P ), P = (p 1 · · · p r ) that satisfy the constraints
The above realization of T * V n,r is motivated by the natural generalization of the Neumann systems on V n,r given below, however there are other natural realizations of T * V n,r (see [8] ). The canonical symplectic structure ω on T * V n,r is the restriction of the canonical 2-form ω 0 = n i=1 r s=1 dp i s ∧ de i s in the ambient space T * M n,r (R). For our purposes it is convenient to work with the redundant variables (X, P ), in which the corresponding canonical Poisson structure {·, ·} on T * V n,r was explicitly described in [23] by using the Dirac construction [15, 40] . The Hamilton equations have the matrix formẊ
where Λ and Π are the r × r symmetric matrix multipliers uniquely determined from the condition that the trajectory (X(t), P (t)) satisfies the constraints (3.1). The Lie groups SO(n) and SO(r) naturally act on T * V (n, r) by left and right multiplications respectively, with the equivariant momentum mappings given by
Here we identified so(n) ∼ = so(n) * and so(r) ∼ = so(r) * by the use of the invariant metrics on so(n) and so(r) defined by η 1 , η 2 = − 1 2 tr(η 1 η 2 ). Note that the actions of SO(n) and SO(r) commute and, in particular, the components of the momentum mapping, Φ ij and 5) are SO(r) and SO(n)-invariant functions, respectively.
The Neumann systems. By analogy with the system (2.7) on the sphere S n−1 , one defines a Neumann on the Stiefel variety V n,r as a natural mechanical system with an SO(n)-invariant kinetic energy and the quadratic potential function
Following [23] , we consider a family SO(n)×SO(r)-invariant metrics ds 2 κ defined by the kinetic energy
κ being a parameter (κ > −1). In the class of the metrics ds 2 κ we have the normal metric induced from a bi-invariant metric on SO(n) (κ = 0) and the Euclidean metric induced from the Euclidean metric of the ambient space M n,r (R) (κ = −1/2).
The corresponding Hamiltonian flows are given bẏ
where the Lagrange multiplier matrix does not depend on κ:
In particular, the Neumann system with the Euclidean metric is given bẏ
Note that, due to the SO(r)-symmetry, both of the potential (3.6) and the metrics ds 2 κ , the momentum mapping Ψ is the integral of the system (3.7). The difference between the two vector fields in (3.7) with different κ is proportional to
2 Ψ, the latter describes permanent (steady state) rotations of the vectors e 1 , . . . , e r in R r = span(e 1 , . . . , e r ), similarly for the vectors p 1 , . . . , p r .
The geometry of Riemannian spaces (V n,r , ds 2 κ ) is studied in [28] . It appears that the class of the metrics ds 2 κ is suitable for studying other natural mechanical problems on V n,r such as a variant of the pendulum with a linear potential V = γ 1 , e 1 + · · · + γ r , e r (γ 1 , . . . , γ r are constant vectors in R n ), as well as the 4th degree potential V = tr(X T A 2 X) − tr(X T AXX T AX) (see [24] ).
The "big" (n×n) Lax representation The derivatives of the SO(n)-momentum Φ = P X T − XP T and the symmetric matrix XX T along the flows (3.7) are given by:
As a result, the following theorem holds Theorem 3.1 [23] For all κ, the equations (3.7) admit the same Lax representation
with a spectral parameter λ, where L(λ) and N (λ) are n × n matrices given by
The Lax representation (3.10), (3.11) is closely related to that for the integrable Clebsch-Perelomov rigid body system [45] and for r = 1 it was given by Moser in [40] . It belongs to the class of the Lax matrix representations related to symmetric pairs decompositions of Lie algebras [51] .
The "small" (2r × 2r) Lax representation. Theorem 3.2 [23] Up to the action of the discrete group Z n 2 generated by n reflections
the Neumann flows (3.7) are equivalent to the following 2r × 2r matrix Lax representations with a rational spectral parameter λ
the matrix r × r factor Λ being already defined in (3.8).
The statement is checked straightforwardly by using the constraints (3.1) and the matrix identity
Note that the small Lax pair (3.13)-(3.15) is a direct generalization of the 2 × 2 Lax pair (2.8), (2.9), and it was first given in unpublished manuscript [33] . Both Lax matrices, (3.14) and (3.11), produce the same first integrals and their spectral curves are birationally equivalent by the Wienstein-Aronszjn formula (see [3, 40] ).
Integrability. From the Lax matrix L(λ) we obtain the set of commuting integrals
Apart from these integrals, which are SO(r)-invariant, the Neumann flows also possess the non-commutative algebra of integrals A = Ψ * (R[so(n)]) of polynomials in Ψ ij . As was shown in [23] , the above systems are integrable in the non-commutative sense (i.e., they are superintegrable, [43, 38] ) and the dimension of their invariant isotropic tori is less than the dimension of V n,r .
To describe the geometric structure and the dimension of the invariant tori, consider the Poisson bracket Π on gl(n), obtained from the canonical Lie-Poisson bracket in the dual to the semi-direct product so(n) ⊕ ad Sym(n), via identification of vector spaces gl(n) ∼ = so(n) ⊕ Sym(n) ∼ = gl * (n) [23] . Then
T is a Poisson mapping, which is invariant with respect to the above right SO(r)-action on (X, P ) and the reflection Z 2 : (X, P ) −→ (±X, ±P ). Thus, Θ can be regarded as the factorization
Note that the integrals from the center I of A, generated by SO(r)-invariant poly-
The reduced system on Θ(V n,r ) ⊂ gl(n) can be obtained as a restriction of an integrable n-dimensional top with symmetric inertia tensor moving in quadratic potential (in particular, the Bogoyavlenski generalization of the Clebsch-Perelomov system [11] ). However, the image Θ(T * V n,r ) is the union of singular symplectic leaves in (gl(n), Π). Namely, the generic symplectic leaf in (gl(n), Π) has the dimension n 2 − n, while the dimension of a generic leaf in Θ(T * V n,r ) equals
Thus, the integrability of the reduced Neumann systems does not follow directly from that of the above top. In [23] we proved that if all the eigenvalues of A are distinct, then the SO(r)-invariant integrals F induce a complete commutative set on a generic 2l-dimensional symplectic leaf U c = {J k = c k } ⊂ Θ(T * V n,r ). As a result, there are l + r(r − 1)/2 independent functions in F + A and its center F + I has l + [r/2] independent functions 2 . Since dim T * V n,r = (l + r(r − 1)/2) + (l + [r/2]), by the theorem of the non-commutative integrability (see e.g., [31, 38, 43] ), the set of polynomial F + A is a complete noncommutative set of functions on T * V n,r . This leads to Theorem 3.3 [23] Let all the eigenvalues of A be distinct. Then the Neumann systems (3.7) are completely integrable in the non-commutative sense with the commutative set of integrals given by (3.17) and by the components of the SO(r)-momentum mapping (3.4). The generic motions of the systems, with the momentum Ψ of the maximal rank, are quasi-periodic over the isotropic tori of dimension
Note that there is also an alternative path to the reduced system. Namely, the symplectic leaves of the Poisson reduced space T * V n,r /SO(r) are the MarsdenWeinstein reduced spaces Ψ −1 (h)/SO(r) h , where SO(r) h = {Q ∈ SO(r) | Ad Q (h) = h} is the isotropy subgroup of h ∈ so(r) (e.g., see [37] ). For a regular h, SO(r) h is the maximal torus T [r/2] . The factorization of Ψ −1 (h) by SO(r) h ∼ = T [r/2] and by the reflection Z 2 : (X, P ) → (−X, −P ) coincides with the corresponding leaf
In this way we obtain the reduction of the restricted Neumann flows on Ψ −1 (h) to the symplectic manifolds U c . The systems on U c are integrable in the usual commutative sense: the invariant isotropic tori T δ laying on Ψ −1 (h) reduce to the ldimensional Lagrangian tori T l laying on U c . These observations can be summarized in the following diagram, where the vertical arrows represent factorizations and the horizontal arrows the corresponding inclusions:
We do not consider intermediate cases, when rank of Ψ is not maximal, and proceed straight to the case Ψ = 0.
The case Ψ = 0 and reduction to the Grassmannian variety. The oriented Grassmannian G n,r is the variety of r-dimensional oriented planes passing through the origin in R n . It is a quotient space of the Stiefel manifold V n,r with respect to the right SO(r)-action via submersion π(e 1 e 2 · · · e r ) = e 1 ∧ e 2 ∧ · · · ∧ e r , and its cotangent bundle T * G n,r is symplectomorphic to the reduced space Ψ −1 (0)/SO(r). Note that (X, P ) belongs to Ψ −1 (0) if and only if X T P = 0. Thus, the reductions of the Neumann systems have the same kinetic energy given by a normal metric on G n,r for all κ.
The image Θ(Ψ −1 (0)) is a single, 2(n − r)r-dimensional symplectic leaf U 0 in (gl(n), Π). Thus, Θ establishes an isomorphism between T * G n,r /Z 2 and U 0 . 3 If all eigenvalues of A are distinct, then the integrals F factor to a complete commutative set on U 0 (see [23] ). Therefore, the reduced Neumann flow on T * G n,r is completely integrable in the usual Liouville sense. 4 
The spectral curve
The Lax matrix (3.14) is a particular case of so called rank ρ perturbations of the constant matrix A = diag(a 1 , . . . , a n ), which generate Lax pairs of a great variety of integrable systems and have the form
3 Note that the Z2-action on Gn,r is trivial for even r: e1 ∧ · · · ∧ er −→ (−1) r e1 ∧ · · · ∧ er. 4 It can be proved that on the unreduced space Ψ −1 (0) the invariant tori of the Neumann flows are also r(n − r)-dimensional. That is, over each torus in the factor Ψ
where Y is constant and N i depend on the variables of the corresponding dynamical system. In our case ρ = 2r and
. .
General cases of rank ρ perturbations corresponding to Y with a simple spectrum and the properties of the corresponding spectral curves were studied in detail in [17, 48, 2, 3] . The matrix (3.14) however has a quite special structure, and its spectral curve S has extra strong singularities. So, the previous results concerning its genus, number of infinite points, etc, should be adopted to our case. For this reason below we give our proper self-contained description.
Namely, multiplying L(λ) in (3.14) by a(λ) = (λ − a 1 ) · · · (λ − a n ), we obtain the polynomial Lax matrix
defining the spectral curve
which is birationally equivalent to the spectral curve of the Lax matrix L: det(L(λ)− νI n ) = 0. By expanding F (λ, w) in w we get
where I 2l (λ) is a polynomial of degree n − l in λ with the leading coefficient C r l = r! l!(r−l)! . Their explicit expressions are given in [23] . 5 Due to the symplectic block structure of L(λ), the coefficients at odd powers of w in F (λ, w) are zero, so the spectral curve has the involution
Note that, although the Lax matrix L(λ) is not invariant under the right SO(r)-action, the spectral curve and therefore all the integrals I 2l (λ) are invariant. As a simple counting shows, the number of nontrivial integrals on T * V n,r provided by the coefficients of I 2l (λ) equals (n − 1) + (n − 2) + · · · + (n − r) = r(n − r) + r(r − 1)/2, which coincides with the dimension of the Stiefel variety. Since the number of integrals is bigger than half of the dimension (3.18) of a generic symplectic leaf within (T * V n,r )/SO(r), some of the integrals are dependent. Like the "big" Lax matrix L(λ) in (3.10), the small Lax matrix L(λ) does not produce explicitly the momenta integrals Ψ ij , which should be counted apart.
Genus of the regularized spectral curve.
From now on we consider the compactified version of the curve (4.4), identifying it with its projective closure in P 2 = (ξ : η : ζ) such that λ = ξ/ζ, w = η/ζ.
First, note that in its finite part, S has singular points O i over λ = a i , i = 1, . . . , n, where all the branches of w(λ) meet and all the partial derivative of F (λ, w) vanish up to order 2r − 2.
To perform a desingularization of S here, we use the fact that the eigenvectors of the polynomial matrix L(λ) for λ = a i are proportional to those of N i in (4.1). As was shown in [3] , if rank N i = k i , then L(a i ) has 2r − k i independent eigenvectors. In our case, due to (4.2), all N i have rank 1 and there are 2r − 1 independent eigenvectors. Hence, the regularized curve S ′ in the projection
has 2r − 1 different points and one ordinary (second order) branch point P a i over λ = a i . Following the theory of singularities (see e.g., [34] ), this implies that at O i , the curve S has singularity (δ-invariant) of order
Singularity at the infinite part. The projective closure of S in P 2 = (ξ : η : ζ) has only one infinite point (0 : 1 : 0). Indeed, the structure of
Then, in the neighborhood of (0 : 1 : 0), apart from the local coordinates ξ, ζ, it is convenient to use the weighted coordinates t, w such that
Substituting this into (4.4) and multiplying by t 2nr , we obtain the equation
where o r (w, t) denotes higher order terms w α t β with 2α + β > r. Thus the point (t = 0, w = 0) indeed belongs to S. The above equation also shows that S has a strong singularity at the infinity. To desingularize the curve there, consider the expansion of the polynomial Lax matrix (4.3)
with the leading r × r matrix coefficients 6
which are r × r matrix generalizations of the coefficients (2.13). Note that the components of the coefficient V 0 = X T P are first integrals of the system: V 0 = 1 2 Ψ. Next, substituting (4.6) into the eigenvector equation
we get the expansion
Hence, as t → 0, the eigenvectors of L(λ) tend to those of Y = 0 0 I r 0 , which has r different eigenvectors with zero eigenvalue. As a result, the regularized curve S ′ has r different points over λ = ∞, which are all ordinary branch points and will be denoted as ∞ 1 , . . . , ∞ r .
The structure of (4.9) allows to evaluate the expansions w(t) and ψ(t) in the neighborhood of each ∞ s . Proposition 4.1 1) Let rank of V 0 = X T P = 0 be maximal and r is odd. Then let
be the set of the eigenvalues of the matrix coefficient V 0 ∈ so(r) and
be the corresponding eigenvectors normalized by
where β = (β 1 , . . . , β r ) ∈ C r is any non-zero vector, not orthogonal to any eigenvector of V 0 . Then in the neighborhood of ∞ 1 , . . . , ∞ r the expansions of w(t) are
and the corresponding expansions of ψ(t) normalized by
Here b s , b 0 , B 0 are certain constants, and h s ,h s , h 0 are constant vectors. The last expansions w r (t), ψ r (t) contain only odd powers of t 1/2 .
2) If rank of V 0 is maximal and r is even, then item 1) holds without the last expansions.
3) If V 0 = 0, then all the expansions contain only odd powers of t 1/2 .
Proof. It is sufficient to substitute the above expansions into (4.9) and compare the few leading terms in both sides.
The involution σ : S → S acts on the expansions as (t, w(t)) → (t, −w(t)). On the other hand, due to the presence of t 1/2 , each expansion of Proposition 4.1 gives 2 branches of S ′ near ∞ s . Then, if rank of V 0 = X T P is maximal, for s = 1, . . . , [r/2], the second branch of w s (t) obtained by replacing √ t → − √ t coincides with the first branch of −w [r/2]+s (t) and vice versa. If r is odd, the two branches of w r (t) transform to each other under the change w → −w.
As a result, the infinite points of S ′ admit the natural division into the subsets Using the expansions w s (t) and the second pair of relations (4.6), one calculates the set of the Puiseux expansions of the coordinate ζ in powers of ξ in the neighborhood of the infinite point (0 : 1 : 0). Then, applying the theory of singularities of algebraic curves (see e.g., [12, 34] ), we calculate the order δ ∞ of singularity of S at (0 : 1 : 0) 7 :
Now, summing the singularity orders δ ∞ and δ 1 , . . . , δ n and taking into account that the degree of the curve S equals N = n(2r − 1) + (n − r), we use the Plücker formula to get the following result.
Theorem 4.2 The geometric genus of S equals
(4.14)
4.2 The "small" curve C and its genus.
In view of the involution (4.5), the curve S is a 2-fold ramified covering of the curve C ⊂ C 2 (u, λ), u = w 2 , given by the equation
Making the birational transformation (λ, u) → (λ, µ) with u = a(λ) µ, we see that the equation of C gives the lines {λ = a i } and the curve
The latter is singular over λ = a 1 , . . . , a n and at its infinite part. Let C ′ be a compete regularization of the curve C. Then the regularized curve S ′ is a 2-fold covering of C ′ . The covering π : S ′ −→ C ′ is branched when µ = 0, that is, when λ = a i or λ is a simple root of the last polynomial I 2r (λ) of degree n − r in (4.15). As mentioned above, the projection S ′ → P = {λ} has only one ordinary branch point P a i over λ = a i , hence P a i is also the only branch point of the covering π over λ = a i . (This means that the projection C ′ → P = {λ} is not ramified over λ = a i .) The roots of I 2r (λ) give other n − r ordinary branch points of π. Therefore, π has always 2n − r finite ordinary branch points.
Next, as follows from the expansions w(t) of Proposition 4.1, if rank(Ψ) = 2[r/2] and r is odd, the covering π is also ramified at only one of the infinite points ∞ 1 , . . . , ∞ r , where the two branches of w s (t) pass to each other under the involution σ, and it is not ramified over infinity when r is even. If Ψ = 0, then, following item 3) of Proposition 4.1, the two branches of w s (t) pass to each other under σ for any s = 1, . . . , r, which gives r infinite ordinary branch points of π.
As a result, the covering π : S ′ −→ C ′ has in total 2n − 2[r/2] ordinary branch points if rank(Ψ) = 2[r/2], and 2n ordinary branch points if Ψ = 0. Then, according to the Riemann-Hurwitz formula,
In view of (4.14), this gives,
and, if Ψ = 0, g 0 = r(n − r) + n − 1. (4.18)
In the next section the genera of S ′ , C ′ will be used to calculate the dimension of the Abelian subvarieties of the Jacobian of S ′ , which are related to complex invariant tori of the system. The case r = 2. In this simplest case it is possible to calculate the genera g 0 , g without tedious calculations based on the above Puiseux expansions. Namely, the curveC in (4.15) takes the simple form
which, under the birational change µ = −I 2 (λ)/2 + y/2, gives the Weierstrass hyperelliptic form
To find its genus, note that here I 2 (λ), I 4 (λ) are polynomials of degrees n − 1, n − 2 respectively, hence one might expect the right hand side of (4.19) to be a polynomial of degree 2n − 2. However, in the general case (when Ψ = 0), the degree is 2n − 3 = 2(n − 2) + 1 (in view of the leading coefficients of I 4 (λ), I 2 (λ), the coefficient at the leading power λ 2n−2 vanishes). Then the regularization C ′ ofC has genus g 0 = n − 2 and one infinite point. Next, as was counted above, for r = 2 and Ψ = 0, the covering π : S ′ → C ′ has in total 2n − 2 ordinary ramification points. Hence, by the Riemann-Hurwitz formula (4.16), the genus of the "big" curve S ′ is g = 2(n − 2 − 1) + (2n − 2)/2 + 1 = 3n − 6 , and S ′ has 2 infinite points over λ = ∞, which pass to each other under the involution σ.
In the case Ψ = 0 the right hand side of (4.19) becomes a polynomial of degree 2n − 4, the curve C ′ has now 2 infinite points, its genus drops to g 0 − 3, whereas the covering π has 2n ordinary ramifications. All this yields g = 3n − 7.
Remark 4
In the general case r > 2, the curve C ′ is not hyperelliptic, and to calculate its genus directly (i.e. without relating it to the upperlying curve S), we need to know the number of finite points of ramification of C ′ → P = {λ}. This could be done by calculating the degree of the discriminant of the polynomial (4.15) in µ, however, due to quite special values of the leading coefficients of I 2l (λ) in (4.4), the correct degree is much less than the expected one, and is quite hard to be found for the general n, r. This effect is due to the strong singularities of S, C at their infinite points.
From the curve S ′ we pass to its Jacobian variety, Jac(S ′ ), defined as the additive group of degree zero divisors on S ′ modulo divisors of meromorphic functions. Equivalently, in some cases we will consider effective divisors D as elements of Jac(S ′ ) by choosing a basepoint P 0 ∈ S ′ and associating to D the degree zero divisor D − N P 0 , where N is the degree of D.
The Prym variety
The involution σ : S ′ → S ′ , σ(λ, w) → (λ, −w) extends to the Jacobian of S ′ . Hence Jac(S ′ ) contains two Abelian subvarieties: the Jacobian of the "small" underlying curve C ′ of dimension g 0 = genus C ′ and Prym(S ′ , σ) of dimension k = gen(S ′ ) − gen(C ′ ). The vectors of Jac(C ′ ) ⊂ Jac(S ′ ) are invariant with respect to σ, whereas the vectors of Prym(S ′ , σ) ⊂ Jac(S ′ ) are anti-invariant.
Algebraically, Prym(S ′ , σ) is defined as the set of degree zero divisors D on S ′ such that D + σD is the divisor of a meromorphic function on S ′ . For a given degree zero divisor H, a translate of Prym(S ′ , σ) in Jac(S ′ ) is the set of degree zero divisors
where ≡ denotes the equivalence modulo divisors of meromorphic functions on S ′ . The variety Jac(S ′ ) is isogeneous (but not isomorphic) to Jac(C ′ ) × Prym(S ′ , σ). A detailed algebraic description of Prym varieties in the case of a general double covering S ′ → C ′ ramified at N > 2 points is given in [19] From the expressions (4.14), (4.17), and (4.18) we immediately obtain Proposition 5.1 1) For generic constants of motion, the dimension k of the Abelian subvariety Prym(S ′ , σ) equals
which coincides with the number of independent and commuting integrals F and with one half of the dimension of a generic symplectic leaf U c in Θ(T * V n,r ).
2) In the special case Ψ = 2X T P = 0 the dimension of Prym(S ′ , σ) is r(n − r), which coincides with the dimension of G n,r .
Note that in the simplest case r = 2 (and only in this case), the dimension of Prym(S ′ , σ) equals 2(n − 2), i.e., the dimension of the Grassmanian G n,2 , regardless to whether Ψ = 0 or not.
The generalized Jacobian and affine Prym variety.
Assuming that the rank of the momentum Ψ is maximal, we also introduce the generalized Jacobian of the singularized curve S ′′ obtained from S ′ by gluing pairwise the involutive infinite points ∞ − s , ∞ + s , s = 1, . . . , [r/2] described in (4.12). Namely ] are ordinary double points of S ′′ . Then a meromorphic function f on S ′ will be also meromorphic on S ′′ if f (∞ − s ) = f (∞ + s ). The generalized Jacobian of S ′′ , denoted as Jac(S ′ , ∞) is then defined as the set of degree zero divisors P on the affine part S 0 considered modulo ∞-equivalence: P ≡ ∞ Q if there exists a meromorphic function f (p) on the regular curve S ′ such that 
and for any degree zero divisor P, φ(P) gives a point in Jac(S ′ ). The analytical description of Jac(S ′ , ∞) is following: let ω 1 , . . . , ω g be g independent holomorphic differentials on S ′ and Ω j , j = 1, . . . , [r/2] be meromorphic differential of the 3rd kind having a pair of simple poles at ∞ + j , ∞ − j respectively. One can always normalize the meromorphic differentials in such a way that they will be anti-invariant under the involution: σ * Ω j = −Ω j .
Next, let Λ ⊂ C g (z 1 , . . . , z g ) be the lattice generated by vectors of periods of (ω 1 , . . . , ω g ) T with respect to a basis in H 1 (S ′ , Z). Respectively, let . The lattice Λ ′ has rank 2g + [r/2], and the generalized Jacobian Jac(S ′ , ∞) is the factor C g+[r/2] /Λ ′ , which is a noncompact algebraic group. Topologically, it is the product of the customary Jacobian Jac(S ′ ) = C g /Λ and of [r/2] cylinders C * = C \ {0}, however algebraically its structure is more complicated in the sense that its period lattice Λ ′ is not a direct product of the period lattices of Jac(S ′ ) and of (C * ) [ The relation between the above analytical and algebraic descriptions of Jac(S ′ , ∞) is given by the generalized Abel map with a basepoint P 0 ∈ S 0
A general point in Jac(S ′ , ∞) is the Abel image of an effective divisor of degree ≥ g + [r/2] on S 0 . The inversion of the generalized Abel map in terms of generalized theta-functions is described in [13, 20] . A generalization of the Abel theorem says that two effective divisors
modulo the period lattice Λ ′ .
Note that due to this definition, two divisors D 1 , D 2 on S 0 can correspond to the same point on Jac(S), but to different points on Jac(S ′ , ∞).
The affine Prym variety. The involution (4.5) extends to Jac(S ′ , ∞), which then contains two algebraic subgroups: one is invariant with respect to σ and the other is anti-invariant. The first is just the usual Jacobian Jac(C ′ ) of dimension g 0 . The second is the affine Prym subvariety 9 Prym(S ′ , σ) ⊂ Jac(S ′ , ∞), which can be defined as the set of degree zero divisors P on S 0 such that
In view of the definition of the map υ : (C * ) [r/2] → Jac(S ′ , ∞), the action of σ on the set υ (C * ) [r/2] is given by
Then we obtain Lemma 5.2 The set υ (C * ) [r/2] belongs to Prym(S ′ , σ). The involution σ on it has 2 [r/2] fixed points υ(±1, . . . , ±1), which are also half-periods in Jac(S ′ , ∞) and in Prym(S ′ , σ).
Proof. Let P be the divisor of any meromorphic function f (p) on S ′ satisfying (5.2), and let
, hence, by the definition, P belongs to Prym(S ′ , σ).
Next, if P is the divisor of a meromorphic function f (p) satisfying f (∞ + s ) = ±f (∞ − s ), then 2(f 2 ) = P and f 2 (∞ + s ) = f 2 (∞ − s ). That is, 2P corresponds to the origin in Jac(S ′ , ∞), and P is a half-period of the generalized Jacobian and of the affine Prym subvariety.
By the above lemma, the exact sequence (5.1) implies the following sequence of groups
Since φ(υ (C * ) [r/2] ) = 0, the sequence is also exact.
It follows that, like Jac(S ′ , ∞), the variety Prym(S ′ , σ) is non-compact and has dimension g + [r/2] − g 0 = l + [r/2], which, in view of Proposition 5.1, equals δ, the dimension of generic invariant tori in T * V n,r .
The generalized Jacobian Jac(S ′ , ∞) is isogeneous (but not isomorphic) to the product Jac(C) × Prym(S ′ , σ).
The eigenvector map
To proceed further, we need to recall some basic notions relating Lax matrices and Abelian varieties, and we follow the description of [17, 35, 3, 10, 51] .
Let L(λ) be a d × d polynomial Lax matrix and S be its spectral curve (with its infinite points), which is assumed to be regular or appropriately regularized, of geometric genus g. L(λ) defines the eigenvector bundle ε : S −→ P d−1 given by the eigenvectors ψ(P ) = (ψ 1 (P ), . . . , ψ d (P )) T , P ∈ S of L(λ).
Impose a normalization α, ψ(P ) = 1, where α = (α 1 , . . . , α 2r ) T ∈ P 2r−1 is an arbitrary constant vector, and consider the minimal effective divisor D α on S such that
that is, each of the normalized components ψ l (P ) can have poles at most at the points of D α . These points can be found as common zeros of certain polynomials of λ, w (see, e.g., [3] ). Also
(One can always chose such a normalization α that d − 1 points of D α will be fixed in the infinite part of S.) It is known that two divisors D α , D α ′ corresponding to different normalizations α, α ′ are linearly equivalent. Therefore, for a basepoint P 0 ∈ S, the degree zero divisors D α − N P 0 , D α ′ − N P 0 give the same point in Jac(S), more precisely, in the open subset Jac(S) \ Θ, with Θ ∈ Jac(S) being a translate of the theta-divisor, the Abel image of all the special divisors on S.
Let now I S be the isospectral manifold: the set of all the above matrices L(λ) having the same spectral curve S. Thus we get the eigenvector map E : I S → Jac(S).
If the equivalence class {D} is the image of a matrix L(λ) ∈ I S , the latter can be reconstructed up to a conjugation by an element of the group PGL(d, C) (not depending of λ). The main steps of this are as follows: Let L(D) be the vector space of meromorphic functions f (P ) on S with (f ) ≥ D (it includes f ≡ 1). According to the Riemann-Roch theorem, for a non-special degree
There exists a basis {f 1 (P ), . . . ,
Then the matrix
is independent of the order of µ 1 , . . . , µ d , is, in fact, polynomial in λ, and has the prescribed spectral curve S. It reconstructs the matrix L(λ) up to a conjugation by a constant matrix (see e.g., [17, 2] ). , and there is a non-degenerate matrix R ∈ GL(d, C) independent of P such that f (P ) = g(P )Rf(P ).
It follows that the induced map M : {L(λ) ∈ I S up to conjugation by a matrix of PGL(d, C)} → Jac(S) \ Θ is injective. In the general important case when the leading coefficient of L(λ) is a constant diagonalizable matrix J and there are no constraints on the other coefficients, the subgroup is the stabilizer of J, i.e., the product (C * ) d−1 . Then there exists the factor variety I S / (C * ) d−1 and, as was shown in many publications, if the curve is smooth, the induced eigenvector map
is an isomorphism ( [17, 10, 51, 2] ). The inverse map is described explicitly by means of theta-functions associated to the curve S.
If the leading coefficient J in not diagonalizable and/or L(λ) belongs to a subgroup of gl(d, C), the above result should be refined (one must consider the equivalence by conjugations by elements of a subgroup of PGL(d, C)). Some cases of that have been considered in [27, 58, 16] .
In addition, some general properties of the eigenvector map in our case, when L(λ) belongs to the loop subalgebra sp(2r, C), were already studied in [2] (Section 5, case ii).
The complex manifolds I, I red , I h .
Consider the Neumann system on the complexified cotangent bundle T * C V n,r defined by the constrains (3.1) in the complex domain. Let us fix generic values of all the l + [r/2] independent commuting integrals
described in Section 3. This also fixes the spectral curve S ′ of the "small" 2r × 2r Lax matrix (3.14), (4.3), which belongs to the loop subalgebra sp(2r, C). Let I ⊂ T * C V n,r be the corresponding isospectral manifold, which then has the (complex) dimension
with δ given by (3.19) .
The manifold I and the curve S ′ are invariant with respect to the right action of the complex group SO(r, C) on (X, P ), as well as to the action of the group Z n 2 of reflections (3.12). Moreover, the product SO(r, C) × Z n 2 is the maximal group leaving I invariant. The reduced manifold I red = I/SO(r, C)/Z n 2 is the complex extension of the corresponding l-dimensional invariant isotropic torus of the reduced Neumann system on T * V (n, r)/SO(r)/Z n 2 ∼ = Θ(T * V (n, r))/Z n 2 . Next, the complex isospectral manifold I itself is foliated by complexified δ-dimensional invariant isotropic tori
the joint level varieties of the extra non-commuting integrals of the set {Ψ ij } 11 .
As follows from the above, the factor of each I h by the direct product
which is the complex stabilizer of the momentum h ∈ so(r, C) in SO(r, C) and by the group of reflections Z n 2 coincides with I red . This can also be seen as follows: the action
In the simplest non-trivial case r = 2 the manifold I h coincides with I.
which changes neither the structure of L(λ), nor the spectral curve, but may change the block V 0 = 1 2 Ψ of the so(r)-momenta integrals. If, instead, g belongs to the stabilizer of V 0 (that is, (C * ) [r/2] ) the latter is preserved as well. Thus the relations between the manifolds can be described by the following diagram showing the factorizations and an inclusion
A point of I red = I/SO(r, C)/Z n 2 defines an equivalence class {D} of effective divisors on S ′ via the sequence (X, P ) → L(λ) → ψ(P ) → D (where, as above, α, ψ = 1). Thus we have the injective eigenvector map
Note that, in view of Proposition 5.1, the dimensions of I red and Prym(S ′ , σ) coincides. Moreover, we shall prove that M maps the invariant manifold I red to the translated Prym variety. where B is the set of all branch points of the projection S ′ → P = {λ} ∪ ∞, including the infinite points ∞ 1 , . . . , ∞ r .
Then, since B is independent of (X, P ) ∈ I red , the degree zero divisor D − N P 0 with a fixed basepoint P 0 ∈ S ′ belongs to a translated Prym variety Prym(S ′ , σ). That is, M maps the reduced manifold I red into the Prym subvariety.
Since M is injective and both varieties have the same dimension l, we proved Proposition 5.4 The reduced isospectral manifold I red = I/SO(r, C)/Z n 2 of the Neumann system is isomorphic to an open subset Prym 0 (S ′ , σ) of Prym(S ′ , σ).
Remark 5
In the special case Ψ = 0 the corresponding isospectral manifold I has dimension r(n − r) + r(r − 1)/2, and the factor I red = I/SO(r, C)/Z n 2 is the complexification of the r(n − r)-dimensional invariant tori of the reduced Neumann system on T * G n,r . As item (2) of Proposition 5.1 says, in this case the corresponding variety Prym(S ′ , σ) has the same dimension. Then Proposition 5.3 implies that, like in the generalcase, the map M realized a bijection between I red and an open subset of Prym(S ′ , σ).
Proof of Proposition 5.3. Here we use the technique already applied in [11, 41, 17] . Namely, let
be an eigenvector of L(λ) with the eigenvalue w, andψ(P ) = ψ(σP ) = (χ,ξ) T be an eigenvector with the opposite eigenvalue: L(λ)ψ(P ) = −wψ(P ). Introduce also the vector ψ * (P ) = (−ξ,χ) T , which, due to the structure of L(λ) in (4.8), is an eigenvector of L T (λ) with the eigenvalue w:
Now consider the function
The rest of the proof is based on item 1) of the following lemma.
Lemma 5.5 1) The function F (P ) has simple zeros only at the branch points of w as the function of λ and has the poles only at D and σD.
2) F (P ) is anti-symmetric with respect to the involution σ : S ′ → S ′ .
Since F (P ) is meromorphic on S ′ , the divisors of its zeros and poles are equivalent, which leads to the relation (5.7) and Proposition 5.3.
Proof of Lemma 5.5. 1) Take two distinct eigenvalues w, w ′ of L(λ) and the corresponding eigenvectors ψ(λ, w), ψ * (λ, w ′ ). Then, on the one hand,
On the other hand, in view of (5.8), the same product equals
Since w ′ = w, the difference of the above two equations yields (ψ * (λ, w ′ )) T ψ(λ, w) = 0 for any (λ, w) = (λ, w ′ ) and, by continuity, (ψ * (λ, w)) T ψ(λ, w) = 0 when (λ, w) ∈ B. Hence, F (P ) vanishes at all the branch points B.
Next, since the components χ(P ), ξ(P ) of ψ(P ) have poles only at D and, by their definition, the components of ψ * (P ) have poles only at σD, the function F (P ) has poles only at D + σD. Note that the latter points are all finite, that is, distinct from ∞ 1 , . . . , ∞ r ∈ B, if we impose an appropriate normalization, for example ψ 1 (P ) + · · · + ψ 2r (P ) = 1.
Finally, note that, apart from simple zeros at B, the function F (P ) cannot have other zeros on S ′ , because, due to the Riemann-Hurwitz formula, the genus of the curve S ′ , as a 2r-fold covering of P, equals g = 2r(0 − 1) + (deg B)/2 + 1, then we have deg(B) = 2(g + 2r − 1), and, in view of (5.4),
2) Since ψ(σP ) =ψ(P ) = (χ,ξ) T and ψ * (σP ) satisfies L T (λ)ψ * (σP ) = −wψ * (σP ), we have ψ * (σP ) = (−ξ, χ) T . As a result,
which completes the proof of the lemma.
Since for an appropriate normalization of the eigenvector ψ(P ) the pole divisor D is finite, the eigenvector map M : I red −→ Jac(S ′ ) can be extended to the map
The map M is injective.
Proof. The idea is borrowed from [26] . Namely, let ψ(P ), P ∈ S ′ be the eigenvector bundle of a Lax matrix L(λ) ∈ I h /Z n 2 with the normalization ψ 1 + · · · + ψ 2r = 1, and D be the corresponding effective divisor on S ′ defining a point D − N P 0 in Jac(S ′ , ∞). We will show that, given the ∞-equivalence class of D, the matrix L(λ) can be reconstructed uniquely.
LetD be another effective divisor giving the same point in Jac(S ′ , ∞). Then, by the generalized Abel theorem, there exists a meromorphic function G(P ) on S ′ such that
The components of ψ(P ) form a basis of L(D) 12 . Respectively, letψ(P ) be a vector bundle whose components form a basis of L(D). Then the components of G(P )ψ(P ) form a basis of L(D), and there is a nondegenerate matrix R ∈ GL(2r, C) independent of P such that ψ(P ) = G(P )Rψ(P ). The bundles ψ(P ),ψ(P ) define the same matrix L(λ) up to conjugation by R. By (5.6), the conjugation preserves
is a stabilizer of V 0 ∈ so(r, C).
On the other hand, the above relation between ψ,ψ implies
Due to the chosen normalization, near ∞ k the components of ψ(∞ k ),ψ(∞ k ) are finite and given by the expansions (4.11) involving the eigenvectors v s ,v s , v 0 of V 0 . This implies
Note that these components, in general, take different values at ∞ hence all v s ,v s , v 0 must be also eigenvectors of g. Since g ∈ SO(r, C), we conclude that g and R are the unit matrices, therefore the divisors D,D correspond to the same matrix L(λ) ∈ I h /Z n 2 .
Proposition 5.7
The image M(I h /Z n 2 ) belongs to a translation of Prym(S ′ , σ) in Jac(S ′ ).
Proof. The zeros and poles of the meromorphic function F (P ) given by (5.9) imply the equivalence (5.7) on Jac(S ′ ), namely D + σD ≡ B, which cannot be extended to the equivalence
because F (∞ ± s ) = 0 and the divisor B contains all the infinite points: B = B 0 + ∞ 1 + · · · + ∞ r . This can be repaired by introducing the function G(P ) = F 2 (P )λ, where λ is the coordinate on the curve S ′ ⊂ P 2 (λ, w) and
O being the preimage of λ = 0 on S ′ . Then
Moreover, in view of Lemma 5.5 and the symmetry λ(σP ) = λ(P ),
Hence the divisor (G) implies
It follows that D−N P 0 belongs to a certain translate T of Prym(S ′ , σ) in Jac(S ′ , ∞) defined up to translations by half-periods V of Jac(S ′ , ∞).
On the other hand, comparing (5.10) with (5.7), one sees any such half-period must satisfy φ(V ) = 0. Therefore, V includes only the half-periods υ(±1, . . . , ±1), which, according to Lemma 5.2, are half-periods in Prym(S ′ , σ). Hence, the translate of T by V is again T , which proves the proposition.
Since I h and Prym(S ′ , σ) have the same dimension δ = l + [r/2] and M :
is injective, we arrive at the main theorem of the section.
Theorem 5.8 If the rank of the momentum Ψ is maximal, then, after factorization by the reflection group Z n 2 , a generic δ-dimensional complex invariant manifold I h of the Neumann system on T * C V n,r is Prym 0 (S ′ , σ), an open subset of a translate of the affine Prym variety Prym(S ′ , σ) ⊂ Jac(S ′ , ∞).
This theorem together with Proposition 5.4 can be summarized with the following commutative diagram
Remark 6 As was shown in Section 5, in the special case Ψ = 0 all r infinite points of the regularized curve S ′ are invariant with respect to the involution σ. Such a situation is described in [9] : one can introduce the generalized Jacobian Jac(S ′ , ∞) of the singularized curve, obtained from S ′ by gluing ∞ 1 , . . . , ∞ r to one point. In contrast to the general case, now the part of Jac(S ′ , ∞), which is anti-invariant with respect to σ, is just the compact subvariety Prym(S ′ , σ).
A linearization of the Neumann flows on Prym(S ′ , σ) and Prym(S ′ , σ) will be presented in a separate publication. In the sequel we proceed directly to their exact discretizations.
6 Integrable discretization of the Neumann system on T * V n,r
The map and its basic properties
Using the notation of Section 3, consider the following matrix generalization of the map (2.21), (2.16) (discrete Neumann system) with a real parameter λ * P = A 1/2 (λ * )X − X Γ(λ * ),
where, as above, A(λ) = λI n − A and Γ is a symmetric r × r matrix, which is found from the condition X T P + P T X = 0:
The first matrix equation in (6.1) gives the definition of the discrete momentum P , whereas the second equation provides the discrete dynamics in an implicit form. In view of (6.2), the structure of (6.1) ensures preservation of the SO(r) momentum: X TP = X T P . Equations (6.1), (6.2) define a a multi-valued map (a correspondence)
which can be regarded as a discrete Neumann system on T * V n,r 13 .
13 In fact, it can be considered without the restriction X T P + P T X = 0, i.e., can be extended to the map on Vn,r(X) × R nr (P ), which always preserves the matrix X T P .
To evaluate the map, we rewrite (6.1) in the form
Then, applying the conditionX TX = I r , we obtain the following quadratic matrix equation for Γ, which defines it implicitly as a function of X, P and which generalizes the scalar equation (2.22),
This is a system of r(r+1)/2 scalar quadratic equations for the r(r+1)/2 components of Γ. However, due to the structure of the matrix coefficients, the number of its solutions is less than that predicted by the Besout theorem. The matrix equation (6.4) is known in the literature in connection with stationary solutions of the matrix Riccati differential equation, optimum automatic control theory, and its complete solution was presented in [47] . In order to describe it, we first observe that the coefficients (6.5) coincide with the r × r blocks of the Lax matrix L(λ * ) in (3.14) . Since the latter is symplectic, its eigenvalues w 1 , . . . , w 2r are divided into r pairs (w i , −w i ). Let ψ 1 , . . . , ψ r ∈ C 2r be the eigenvectors of L(λ * ) with distinct eigenvalues w 1 , . . . , w r such that w i = −w j . The corresponding matrix Ψ = (ψ 1 · · · ψ r ) will be called a non-special eigenmatrix.
The following proposition is a direct consequence of the results of Potter [47] . 
Remark 7
The original paper [47] solves the equation 6) where U, V, W are arbitrary n × n complex matrices. As above, consider the matrix
According to [47] , if K has a diagonal Jordan canonical form with distinct eigenvalues w 1 , . . . , w r such that w i = −w j , then the hermitian solutions (Γ T = Γ) of (6.6) are exactly those described in Proposition 6.1: Γ = Υ Ξ −1 , where Ξ, Υ are upper and lower r × r halves of the corresponding eigenmatrix of K. Proposition 6.1 dealing with symmetric matrices can be easily proved following the lines of [47] .
Obviously, the product Υ Ξ −1 is invariant under any gouge transformation Ψ → Ψ G, G ∈ GL(r, C). As was also shown in [47] , if Ψ is special (that is, contains eigenvectors ψ i , ψ j with w i = −w j ) or its columns are linear combinations of more than r eigenvectors ψ i , then the product Υ Ξ −1 also satisfies (6.4), but it is not a symmetric matrix.
Since for generic finite λ * = a i there are 2 r possible partitions w = {w 1 , . . . , w r | −w 1 , . . . , −w r }, we conclude that the equation (6.4) has precisely 2 r complex solutions. They admit a natural decomposition {Γ} = {Γ − }∩{Γ + } such that for any solution Γ * ∈ {Γ − } corresponding to a partition w − = {w 1 , . . . , w r | −w 1 , . . . , −w r } there is a unique Γ * * ∈ {Γ + } corresponding to the "opposite" partition w + = {−w 1 , . . . , −w r | w 1 , . . . , w r }.
Since the spectral curve S ′ has ordinary branch points (λ = a i , w = 0), in the special case λ * = a i there are only r − 1 distinct non-zero eigenvalues w 1 , . . . , w r−1 such that w i = −w j , and the number of symmetric solutions of (6.4) drops to 2 r−1 .
Once a solution for Γ is chosen,X,P are found uniquely from (6.1) or (6.3). Since, for generic λ * , different solutions Γ lead to different imagesX,P , we conclude that the complex map B r is 2 r -valued.
Continuous limit. Like in the case r = 1, the continuous limit of the map B r is obtained by letting λ * → ∞. Namely, we set λ * = 1/τ 2 and consider the expansions
This gives
Indeed, substituting the above into the matrix quadratic equation (6.4) and using the expansions
we find that the coefficients at τ 0 , τ, τ 2 vanish, which justifies (6.7). Next, substituting the latter into the equations (6.3), and using
we conclude thatẊ,Ṗ coincide with the right hand sides of the continuous Neumann system with the Euclidean metric (3.9), (3.8).
The Lax representation. As we have seen above, the solutions of the matrix quadratic equation (6.4) are closely related to the Lax matrix of the continuous Neumann systems on V n,r . It appears that this matrix also forms a Lax representation of the discrete system. Theorem 6.2 Up to the action of the group Z n 2 of reflections (3.12), the discrete Neumann system (6.1), (6.2) is equivalent to the intertwining matrix relation (discrete Lax pair)
, whereL(λ) depends onX,P in the same way as L(λ) depends on X, P and M (λ, λ * ) depends on X,X in a symmetric way via (6.2).
The proof is direct (although quite long), it uses the constraints (3.1), the matrix identity (3.16) and SO(r)-momentum preservationX TP = X T P .
Note that the 2r × 2r matrix M is a direct generalization of (2.19). It follows that, regardless to the branch of the map B r , it preserves all the first integrals of the continuous Neumann systems on V n,r , including the non-commutative set given by the components of the SO(r)-momentum Ψ. Thus, when the rank of Ψ is maximal, generic invariant manifolds of B r are l-dimensional isotropic tori. Theorem 6.3 Let all the eigenvalues of A be distinct. Then the discrete Neumann system (6.1) is completely integrable in the noncommutative sense with the set of integrals given by (3.17) and by the components of the SO(r)-momentum mapping (3.4).
The proof goes along the same lines as that in [57] for case of a Liouville integrable correspondence, with the only difference that in our case the Lagrangian tori are replaced by the isotropic ones.
Double iterations.
Although the map B r is multi-valued, it has a kind of return property described by Theorem 6.4 Let B − r , B + r be the branches of the map B r corresponding to some arbitrary opposite partitions w − , w + . Then, for any initial (X, P ) ∈ T * V n,r ,
i.e., double iterations of B r with opposite partitions multiply (X, P ) by −1.
Proof of Theorem 6.4. Expressing X from the second matrix equation in (6.1) and using the condition X T X = I r , we obtain the following alternative equation for the matrix multiplier Γ,
According to Proposition 6.1, all symmetric matrix solutions of (6.9) have the form Γ =ΥΞ −1 , whereΞ,Υ are halves of a nonspecial eigenmatrixΨ = Ξ Υ of
To see how the solutions of (6.4) and (6.9) are related, let us fix a solution Γ * of the original equation (6.4) corresponding to a certain partition w * = {w | −w}. Let X * ,P * be the corresponding image,Ũ * ,Ṽ * ,W * be the corresponding coefficients in the equation (6.9) , and {Γ} be the set of its solutions. Then Γ * ∈ {Γ}.
On the other hand, let {Γ} be the complete set of solution of the original matrix equation ( To complete the proof, consider the tilded version of the equations (6.1),
Setting hereΓ = −Γ * and assuming thatP = −P ,X = −X, we see that the first (second) equation of (6.10) becomes the second (first) equation in (6.1). Hence, the equations (6.10) forX,P have the solution (−X, −P ).
Real trajectories. In view of (6.1), for the map B r to be real-valued it is necessary that λ * > a 1 , . . . , a n , and even in this case not for any real pair (X, P ) ∈ T * V (n,r) the matrix equation (6.4) has a real solution Γ: as follows from the first equation (6.1) (the discrete Legendre transformation) and (6.2), the real discrete momentum P must belong to the compact set
(6.11) Proposition 6.5 Assume λ * > a 1 , . . . , a n , and let the momentum P 0 of the initial real point (X 0 , P 0 ) ∈ T * V n,r belong to the set (6.11). Let L(λ * ) be evaluated at (X 0 , P 0 ). Choose the branch of the map B r corresponding to a partition w = {w 1 , . . . , w r | −w 1 , . . . , −w r }, such that w 1 , . . . , w r are different, w i +w j = 0, w i +w j = 0, i, j = 1, . . . , r. Then the trajectory of the discrete Neumann system (6.3) obtained from (X 0 , P 0 ) by iterating the above branch is real.
Proof. Since w 1 , . . . , w r are different and w i +w j = 0, the corresponding eigenmatrix Ψ = (ψ 1 · · · ψ r ) is non-special. Then, according to Proposition 6.1, the solution Γ = Υ Ξ −1 of equation (6.4) with real matrix coefficients (6.5) corresponding to (X 0 , P 0 ) is symmetric. On the other hand, due to the conditions w i +w j = 0, after setting U = U, V = V, W = W, the equation (6.6) has the corresponding hermitian solution Γ obtained by the same eigenmatrix Ψ (see Remark 7) . Since the matrix Γ is both symmetric and hermitian, it is a real symmetric matrix.
Remark 8
For the case r = 1, the eigenvalues w, −w of L(λ * ) can be pure real or imaginary. The above condition gives the real trajectory for real w, as in Remark 2. For the case r > 1 and real λ * , generically the matrix L(λ * ) has a set of four different eigenvalues invariant with respect to the inversion w → −w and complex conjugation w →w. For example, consider the case r = 2 and eigenvalues w, −w,w, −w. The non-special eigenmatrix Ψ associated to the partition w = {w 1 = w, w 2 =w | −w 1 , −w 2 } defines the real branch of B 2 .
Note that with the same initial condition (X 0 , P 0 ) as one described in Proposition 6.5, we can have a complex solution of (6.4). That is why, it is natural to consider all objects complexified. In the next subsection we shall give an algebraic geometrical description of the mapping B r , which generalize Proposition 2.2.
Algebraic geometric description of B r
Now we describe the correspondence (6.3) under the eigenvector map
described in the previous section. As above, for a fixed arbitrary λ * = a i choose a partition of eigenvalues w = {w 1 , . . . , w r | −w 1 , . . . , −w r } of L(λ * ). Note that the eigenvalues w i of L(λ * ) andŵ i of L(λ * ) = a(λ * )L(λ * ) are related asŵ i = a(λ * )w i , whereas the corresponding eigenvectors can be chosen the same. Then let Q 1 = (λ * , a(λ * )w 1 ), . . . , Q r = (λ * , a(λ * )w r ) be the corresponding points over λ = λ * on the regularized spectral curve S ′ and
be the corresponding non-special eigenmatrix. Let also Γ = Υ Ξ −1 be the corresponding solution of the matrix quadratic equation (6.4), which fixed the branch of the map B r . Then Ψ can be rewritten as
Theorem 6.6 Under the eigenvector map M, the above branch of B r is the translation on Prym(S ′ , σ) by the vector given by the degree zero divisor
Note that
which is the divisor of the meromorphic function 1/(λ−λ * ) on S ′ . Hence T +σT ≡ 0, and T indeed belongs to Prym(S ′ , σ). We also note that the expression (6.13) is a direct generalization of the one-point translation described in Proposition 2.2 for the case r = 1. In the continuous limit λ * → ∞ we have Q 1 + · · · + Q r −→ ∞ 1 + · · · + ∞ r , hence the shift vector T = A(T ) tends to zero.
Proof of Theorem 6.6. As follows from the intertwining relation (6.8), if ψ(P ) is an eigenvector of L(λ), then
is an eigenvector ofL(λ) with the same eigenvalue. Note that whereas ψ(P ) is normalized, the above ψ(P ) is not, so we consider normalized eignevectorψ(P ) = f −1 (P ) ψ(P ), f = α, ψ(P ) for a normalization α ∈ P 2r−1 . We compare the divisors D,D of poles of ψ(P ),ψ(P ) for the chosen Γ. First, note that det M (λ, λ * ) = (λ − λ * ) r . Hence, apart from the points of S ′ over λ = λ * and λ = ∞, M (λ, λ * ) is non-degenerate. Therefore, apart from these points, the divisors of poles of ψ(P ) and ψ(P ) coincide.
Without loss of generality, assume that ψ(P ) is normalized in the same way as in Proposition 4.1. Then in the neighborhood of the infinite points ∞ 1 , . . . , ∞ r these components have the expansions (4.11) and, near each ∞ s with the local coordinate τ = 1/ √ λ, the following expansion holds
Therefore, in contrast to ψ(P ), some components of ψ(P ) have a first order pole at ∞ s . Next, observe that the eigenvectors ψ(Q 1 ), . . . , ψ(Q r ) that form the eigenmatrix Ψ, span the kernel of M (λ * , λ * ), because, in view of (6.12),
The products of M (λ * , λ * ) with the other eigenvectors ψ(σQ 1 ), . . . , ψ(σQ r ) are non-zero. It follows that the divisor of the above normalizing factor f (P ) is
for a certain effective divisor R. Then the divisor of polesD ofψ(P ) = ψ(P )/f (P ) equals R. Indeed, the zeros of ψ(P ) and f (P ) at Q 1 + · · · + Q r as well as their poles at D + ∞ 1 + · · · + ∞ r cancel each other. Since f (P ) is meromorphic on S ′ , we conclude thatD is equivalent to
which implies that the images of D,D in Jac(S ′ ) differ by the translation T in (6.13).
Growth of the map. Theorem 6.6 says that the shift T on Prym(S ′ , σ) does not depend on the step of iteration of B r , but only on the choice of partition w = {w 1 , . . . , w r | −w 1 , . . . , −w r }. The opposite partitions w − , w + produce opposite shifts T − , T + such that T − + T + ≡ 0. Hence the 2 r branches of the map B r and of the composition M • B r can conditionally be divided into 2 r−1 "forward" and 2 r−1 "backward" branches. Clearly, double iterations of M • B r with opposite partitions give the original value of M(X, P ). This property also holds for the map B r itself, but not completely: due to Theorem 6.4, the corresponding double iterations of B r give (−X, −P ) and not (X, P ). In C l , the universal covering of Prym(S ′ , σ), all the iterations of M • B r form a lattice Ξ of rank ≤ 2 r−1 . Due to the definition of the vectors A(T ), for r > 2 not all of them are linearly independent, hence the lattice fits into a linear subspace of dimension less than 2 r−1 . For example, let r = 3 and denote ∞ = ∞ 1 + ∞ 2 + ∞ 3 . The lattice Ξ is generated by 4 shift vectors A(T 1 ), . . . , A(T 4 ) with
and one can see that
The above implies that iterations of the "forward" branches of M • B r give a linear growth of the images of the map.
Lagrangian description and billiards on V n,r
Discrete Euler-Lagrange equations. The discrete Neumann system (6.1) can be considered as a discrete variational problem on the Stiefel variety as well. Namely, let (X k , P k ), k ∈ Z be a trajectory of the discrete Neumann system and Γ k , k ∈ Z be the corresponding sequence of matrix multipliers. From the first equation in (6.1) and (6.2) we get
Comparing this with the second equation in (6.1) with k replaced by k − 1, one obtains the equations
14)
where B k = Γ k−1 +Γ k . On the other hand, from (6.14) and the condition X T k+1 X k+1 = I r we get the matrix equation
which determines B k as a function of X k−1 and X k only. In the case r = 1, when B k = β k is a scalar, the solution of this equation has the form (2.17). Equations (6.14) coincides with the discrete Euler-Lagrange equations on V n,r
of the functional S = k∈Z L(X k , X k+1 )
L : V n,r × V n,r → R, L(X k , X k+1 ) = tr(X T k A 1/2 (λ * )X k+1 ) (6.16) first derived by Moser and Veselov in [41] . In this sense, the expression for the momentum P in the system (6.1) is actually the discrete Legendre transformation:
τ : V n,r × V n,r → T * V n,r , P k = ∂L(X k , X k+1 )
where, as above, the multiplier Γ k is a symmetric matrix defined from the condition that (X k , P k ) belongs to T * V n,r . In particular, the correspondence (6.3) is symplectic (see [41] ).
Billiards on Stiefel manifolds
We now introduce a billiard map on Stiefel varieties and show that its certain modification is a "square root" of the mapping (6.1). First, consider a SO(r)-invariant metric ds 2 J on V n,r defined by the Lagrangian L J (X,Ẋ) = 1 2 tr(Ẋ T JẊ). The corresponding geodesic flow is considered from a point of view of optimal control and discretization in [8] . There, following [41] , a discrete system defined by the functional S = k∈Z L(X k , X k+1 ), where the Lagrangian L is given by (6.16) with A 1/2 (λ * ) = J have been studied.
Here we give another natural discrete model. Introduce the new matrix variable x = J 1/2 X in which the Stiefel variety V n,r is given by E n,r :
Then the Lagrangian of the metric ds 2 J is given by the metric induced from the Euclidean metric in R nr : L(x,ẋ) = 1 2 tr(ẋ Tẋ ). In particular, for r = 1 the system describes the geodesic flow on the ellipsoid E n,1 = {(x, J −1 x) = 1}.
Consider the discrete Lagrangian
The functional S = k∈Z L(x k , x k+1 ) can be seen as a discretization of the action in the Maupertius-Jacobi principle. The discrete Euler-Lagrange equations read
where ω k is a symmetric matrix multiplier. Denoting δ k = |x k+1 − x k |, the system can be rewritten into the form Thus, if (x k , v k ) is known, by substituting the second equation of (6.18) to (6.20), we get the system which determine the multipliers (δ k , ω k ). For r = 1 this is the classical billiard within the ellipsoid E n,1 . For this reason we refer to the system (6.18), (6.19 ) as a billiard map on the Stiefel variety E n,r . The difficulty in studying the map, even in a totally symmetric case J = I n , is that the outgoing directions v k+1 belong to the variety (6.20) (projection of V n,r to the sphere in M n,r (R) centered at x k ), while in the case of the ellipsoidal billiard, they belong to the fixed unit sphere S n−1 .
That is why we introduce the modified billiard map E n,r × V n,r −→ E n,r × V n,r
given by The symmetric r×r matrix multipliers ∆ k , Ω k are chosen from the conditions (6.22). The mapping given by (6.21), (6.22) and (6.18), (6.19) are multivalued for r > 2 and for r = 1 they just coincide. One can easily observe that the modified billiard map (6.21) is actually a reformulation of the discrete Neumann system on V n,r with A(λ * ) = J written in the Lagrange form (6.14) . Indeed, if we identify
both equations in (6.21) give the same equation (6.14) with two subsequent indices k. For r = 1 this relation becomes the known relation between the billiard within the ellipsoid E n,1 and the discrete Neumann system on S n−1 described in [41] .
Conclusion
We have seen that the Neumann systems on V n,r (continuous and discrete) inherit or naturally generalize the basic properties of the classical Neumann system on S n−1 and, therefore, of the (odd) Jacobi-Mumford systems: the structure of the Lax matrices (symplectic), the spectral curve (with involution), the equations of motion, linearization on Abelian varieties, and, in the discrete case, the formula for the translation T on them.
For this reason, we believe that the Hamiltonian systems on T * V n,r we consider or, more precisely, their SO(r)-reductions onto the Poisson manifold Θ(T * V n,r ), represent one of the most natural matrix generalizations of the odd Jacobi-Mumford systems.
On the other hand, such generalizations are quite specific since, by construction, the corresponding matrix residua N i in (4.1) have rank 1. So, it is also natural to consider extensions of the Neumann systems whose Lax matrices L(λ) remain to be symplectic, but with residua of a higher rank at λ = a i .
To reach a full generality, one can introduce the space E of three r × r matrix polynomials U(λ) = λ n I r + U 1 λ n−1 + · · · + U n ,
where U i , W j are symmetric and V 0 is skew-symmetric arbitrary coefficients, and consider a hierarchy of flows on E given by the Lax pairs
.
In particular, N(λ) can be choosen in the form similar to (3.15) N(λ) = V 0 I r λI r + Λ −V 0 , Λ = W 0 − U 1 , which implies that V 0 is a matrix first integral of the flow. One can prove that in the case V 0 = 0 the matrix Λ satisfies a stationary reduction of one of the equations of the r × r symmetric matrix KdV hierarchy considered, in particular, in [6] . The spectral curve S = {|L(λ) − wI 2r | = 0} has the involution σ : (λ, w) → (λ, −w) and, as above, its complete regularization S ′ has r infinite points. It is then natural to conjecture that generic complex invariant manifolds of the flows on E are open subsets of non-compact extensions of the Prym varieties Prym(S ′ , σ) ⊂ Jac(S ′ ), and if V 0 = 0, such manifolds are the Prym varieties themselves.
Similarly, one can introduce a family of multi-valued maps
defined by the intertwining relatioñ
, M (λ, λ * ) = −Γ I r (λ − λ * )I r + Γ 2 −Γ , whereL(λ) depends on the polynomialsŨ(λ),Ṽ(λ),W(λ) in the same way as L(λ) depends on U(λ), . . . , W(λ), and Γ is an r × r symmetric matrix determined from the compatibility of the left-and right hand sides of (7.1). This condition leads to the following r × r matrix quadratic equation
Once one of the 2 r solutions Γ of (7.2) is fixed by using Proposition 6.1, the map B λ * is defined uniquely. Like in the continuous case, one finds thatṼ 0 = −V T 0 , which implies preservation of the skew-symmetric matrix V 0 under any branch of B λ * . It is expected that the branches of B λ * are given by translations on Jac(S ′ ) described by Theorem 6.6.
One can also introduce natural matrix analogs of even Jacobi-Mumford systems by constructing integrable 2r × 2r matrix generalizations of the Ragnisco systems given by (2.25) and (2.26) .
